Superantigen presentation by airway smooth muscle to CD4+ T lymphocytes elicits reciprocal proasthmatic changes in airway function.
Microbial products serving as superantigens (SAgs) have been implicated in triggering various T cell-mediated chronic inflammatory disorders, including severe asthma. Given earlier evidence demonstrating that airway smooth muscle (ASM) cells express MHC class II molecules, we investigated whether ASM can present SAg to resting CD4(+) T cells, and further examined whether this action reciprocally elicits proasthmatic changes in ASM responsiveness. Coincubation of CD4(+) T cells with human ASM cells pulsed with the SAg, staphylococcal enterotoxin A (SEA), elicited adherence and clustering of class II and CD3 molecules at the ASM/T cell interface, indicative of immunological synapse formation, in association with T cell activation. This ASM/T cell interaction evoked up-regulated mRNA expression and pronounced release of the Th2-type cytokine, IL-13, into the coculture medium, which was MHC class II dependent. Moreover, when administering the conditioned medium from the SEA-stimulated ASM/T cell cocultures to isolated naive rabbit ASM tissues, the latter exhibited proasthmatic-like changes in their constrictor and relaxation responsiveness that were prevented by pretreating the tissues with an anti-IL-13 neutralizing Ab. Collectively, these observations are the first to demonstrate that ASM can present SAg to CD4(+) T cells, and that this MHC class II-mediated cooperative ASM/T cell interaction elicits release of IL-13 that, in turn, evokes proasthmatic changes in ASM constrictor and relaxant responsiveness. Thus, a new immuno-regulatory role for ASM is identified that potentially contributes to the pathogenesis of nonallergic (intrinsic) asthma and, accordingly, may underlie the reported association between microbial SAg exposure, T cell activation, and severe asthma.